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EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER.
We are looking for an Executive Producer to join our rapidly
evolving film studio, someone who is looking to execute real
change, shape the future of the company and create exciting
new opportunities for our growing team.

ABOUT
PROGRESS

The Progress Film Company is an award-winning, contemporary
film studio based in Brighton, UK. Progress makes commercials,
digital conten, branded entertainment, animation and featurelength cinema under one roof, servicing both agencies and
clients directly worldwide.
For more about us and the way we work, visit our website and
social media platforms:
progressfilm.co.uk

@ProgressFilmCo

Salary: base plus commission, negotiable depending on experience
Please send CVs and a letter of interest to talent@progressfilm.co.uk

+44 (0) 1273 205 640

|

talent@progressfilm.co.uk

PROGRESSFILM.CO.UK

THE PROGRESS FILM COMPANY / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
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THE ROLE
In this role, you’ll be an integral part of the company leadership team, helping to position Progress at the forefront of the
film and commercial industries and a key contributor to the company’s creative and financial goals. You will live and breathe
our unique company ethos and be able to communicate this - through pitches, meetings and networking - to agencies,
brands and organisations to forge new opportunities for our rostered directors and talented, full-time creative teams within
the Progress infrastructure. You will manage projects from brief to delivery, being a voice of authority in the production
process and ensuring Progress’ creative vision is delivered to budget and brief. You’ll be a natural and inspirational leader,
an authorative voice that reinforces our brand identity at all times - a true Progress ambassador.

RESPONSIBILITIES
++ Continuing to build Progress into a production

++ Seeking out, shaping and developing our roster of

agency that wins and services large-name brands and

directors and filmmakers, ensuring we have the talent

organisations we’re proud to produce work for

to service our client to the highest possible standard

++ A strong focus on game-changing opportunities

++ Be a leading voice in client account management,

across content and commercials, actively seeking

ensuring all relationships are maintained effectively

and winning work that has a strong emphasis on the

and to the exceptional standards we have set over the

company’s ‘stories that matter’ ethos and identity

last 9 years

++ Managing the execution of these projects, from initial

++ Having an in-depth understanding of Progress’ place

budgeting and bid process through to delivery and

in the industry and working with the senior team to

distribution

strategically shape the future of the company

THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WILL HAVE...
++ Bigger picture thinking and the desire to execute real

++ Strong leadership and multi-tasking skills, with a knack

and tangible change in a company environment

for providing constructive feedback, inspiring and
developing the careers of directors, producers and

++ The ability to find, win and creatively shape work that

creative talent

has the ambition to push the company forward, land
awards and change lives

++ An understanding of current trends in the commercial
and advertising industries, with a keen eye for detail

++ A desire to be a key player and authoritative voice,

and quality - and inherent good taste

providing strategic vision that directly impacts and
influences the company’s growth and creative and

++ A discerning eye and gut instinct for game-changing

financial goals

opportunities and acting upon them

++ A successful pitching portfolio and proven track record

++ A personable, affable nature with a lack of ego - we

of developing agency and client relationships

+44 (0) 1273 205 640

create work together, the Progress way
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